
Make Your Own Viking 
Helmet and shield



Getting Started
You can’t be a proper Viking without a Viking helmet and shield, right? We decided to make ours 
out of a cereal boxes and it worked out perfectly!

Make sure you get permission from a parent or guardian before you start working on this 
project!

Helmet Materials:
• Empty cereal box
• Gray duct tape
• White duct tape
• Scissors
• Pencil

Step 1 – Create Helmet’s Lower Rim
Open your cereal box and cut out one side of the box. Then, cut it in half length-wise for the rim 
and tape the two pieces together to make a long strip. Lay the strip flat, and cover one side with 
gray duct tape. Once the rim is covered, wrap it around your head to measure the size you need. 
Then add a little more tape where the ends come together to keep it in place. Easy so far, right?



Step 2 – Create Helmet’s Upper Rim
Now it’s time to make the upper part of the helmet! We used the side of the cereal box and cut off 
the flaps. Then, we covered it with gray duct tape.

Fold over and tape one end down to the inside of the helmet. Finally, repeat the process on the 
other side.

Step 3 – Add Your Horns
Now a Viking helmet wouldn’t be finished without horns, so…

Using the other side of the cereal box, draw one horn and cut it out (making sure to use the side 
with the flaps on the cereal box). Then, lay it down and trace it for the other side.

We covered each horn with two layers of white duct tape. Then (lining the flap along the side of 
the helmet), we went around with gray duct tape to keep in place.

Pictures for Step 3 are on the next page.



Step 3 Pictures:

Step 4 – Add Large Studs to Helmet
It’s starting to look like a Viking helmet, but it just needs one more thing…studs of course!!

We traced out some circles, and covered them with more gray duct tape and taped them into 
place.



Now it’s time to start the shield!

Shield Materials:
• Empty cereal box
• Gray duct tape
• String
• Scissors
• Pencil

Step 1 – Cut Out a Circle for Your Shield
Open your cereal box up and lay flat. You can use a string to help make your circle for the shield.

Tie one piece of the string to a pencil or marker and hold the other end in place at the center of 
the cereal box. Measure out your string from the center of the box to the top to make a perfect 
circle. Go around with the tip of the pencil to make your circle.

Now cut out your perfect circle!



Step 2 – Decorate Your Shield
Now let’s decorate our shield. Any way you decorate your shield will turn out great! But, we 
really made sure to reinforce the center of the shield since that is where the crease was of the 
cereal box.

We traced out another circle for the center of the shield and covered with gray duct tape as well.

Step 3 – Add a Handle
Almost done: now we just need to add our handle.

Using the remaining side of the cereal box, we covered with our “handy dandy” gray duct tape. 
Finishing off with a little tape at both ends will keep the handle in place. 

Pictures for Step 3 are on the next page.



Step 3 Pictures:

You’re Done! Great Job!


